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Officers Urge BYU Break after 74
by Kathy McCarthy

News Editor
recommending
the severence of
A statement
Young UniBrigham
with
"any and all relations
versity" after the completion of present S.U.BYU intercollegiate basketball contracts was issued yesterday by the ASSU officers.
THE SEVERENCE, after the last contracted
game m 1974, was urged unless the Mormon
Church, which operates BYU, changes its prespriestent doctrine excluding blacks from the lay
hood.
According to the statement, lay priesthood is
"somewhat equivalent to the sacrament of Confirmation m the Catholic Church, which denotes
full membership m that religion."
The ASSU executive statement was issued

after officers reviewed a student senate resolution which called for contracts to be terminated
either unilaterally or by mutual consent.

THE OFFICERS noted that "unilateral termination of these contracts would result m very
but, more importantly,
complex legal suits
we must keep m mind that these contracts were
entered into m good faith and it is our duty to
complete them since the policy of re-negotiation
has been closed to us."
The faculty senate had urged the University
trustees to take the opinions and concerns of
both blacks and the Mormon Church into account
m any decisions made.
The officers' statement also recommended
that S.U. basketball players be allowed to refuse
to play m any of the three remaining BYU games
if such participation is against their conscience.

S.U. Earth Day Panel
Draws Eco-Speakers

.. .

FINALLY, the statement urged students, faculty, administration and friends to boycott the
BYU games m order to evidence their opposition
to this particular doctrine.

The officers continued "It is the Mormon
Church that professes the doctrine m question
and not Brigham Young University itself; but
we cannot reasonably separate but must acknowledge the association of the Church and
the University."
In conclusion, the statement reads "A doctrine that results m the subordination of one
group simply because of race is not m agreement
with our beliefs of human rights. We m good
conscience cannot agree with a doctrine based
upon racial inequality."
The remaining games are scheduled for Dec.
14, 1970 and Dec. 1 and 14, 1974.
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Athletic Feedback

Poll Notes Sports Support

ECOLOGY TEACH-IN: Sister Diana Bader, 0.P., of
S.U.s theology department, listens as Bernard Suttle explains possible legislative approaches to pollution control.
Both were speakers m yesterday's "Earth Day" program m
Pigott Auditorium. A crowd of about 200 listened to the
panel of speakers brought on campus by AWS, ASSU and
the Political Union.
AWS president Eileen MorA crowd of about 200 S.U. and
m
gh school students filled Pigott gan, organizer of the eventthe
and
conjunction
2
with
ASSU
to
iditorium from 11 a.m.
m. today to hear a panel of Political Union, urged students
«akers deplore the present interested to sign up to receive
information on dates and times
ight of Spaceship Earth.
Phyllis Lamphere, Seattle of open pollution hearings.
ty Councilwoman, likened herAttendance at the hearings,
lf to Chicken Little running to Eileen stressed, is "longer last-

I

11 the king the "sky is falling"
the matter of pollution.
The U.S. position is slightly
fferent now, she said, because
he king already knows."
"Good environment is becomg good politics," she added,
it she doubts if measures acsptable to the economy will be
astic enough to save the ecol-

ing than picking up garbage today."
Other speakers on the pro-

program of intercolleS.U. students replying to an present
should be mainASSU-sponsored athletic survey giate basketball
agreed that
although
most
tained
feel that intercollegiateathletics
play an important part m the S.U.s athletic reputation had
University's program and are little effect on their choice of
school.
receiving proper emphasis.
A MAJORITY of the students
THE SURVEY was drawn up (137) felt that athletes do get
by ASSU president Doug Mc- preferential
m acaKnight and administered last demics while treatment
131 felt the majorFriday to a random 215 stu- ity of S.U. athletes, as individdents.
uals, are "somewhat respect"We realize that some of the ed."
answers may be based on feelAbout half of those questioned
ings, not facts," McKnight said. said financial aid to athletes is
He noted that the Very Rev.
Kenneth Baker, S.J., President
of S.U., was seeking student
opinions on the role of athletics.
Fr. Baker, who called for a
hard look at S.U. sports at the
end of last quarter, requested
the questionnaire which McAn open meeting of Students'
Knight compiled and checked
American Movement for
Afro
the
with Dr. Charles Schultz of
Equality and a combination scipsychology department.
and musical program of
Fr. Baker and the budget entific
music
billed for
electronic
committee will view the results. today's free hour.are
The University's ties with
The survey cited $111,000 per Brigham
Young University, miyear as the figure allotted m nority
student affairs and the
in71
The
figure
aid to athletes.
minority student program on
cludes: tuition, fees, board and campus will be among issues

larger than it should be and 70%
were unwillingto support athletics with additional fees.
Most felt basketball should be
maintained as a major sport
with the minor sports (soccer,
crew, tennis, golf) keeping their
present role.

THE SURVEY was originally

to have been distributed through
the student senate but senators
rejected it last week on the
grounds that "the questions
were somewhat unfair and biased" according to McKnight.

SAAME Open Meeting Plus
Electric Music Head Free Hour
-

gram included Bernard Suttle,
Sister Diana Bader, 0.P., the- room, laundrymoney and spendology, Dr. Paul Cook, biology, ing money.
An annual operating loss of
George Davis, biology, Dr.
David Schroeder, dean of the $111,707 was also cited.
A plurality of the students
School of Engineering, L. Max
questioned (113) felt that the
Gardner and Richard Kester.

discussed at 11 a.m. m Pigott
Auditorium, as will the Rabbi
Jacobovitz issue.

Dr. Louis Christensen, Fine
Arts chairman, will present a
program on synthesized and
computer music at 11 a.m. m
Buhr Hall 112. An electrical engineer will unite the developments m electronic music with
current advances m science.

Coritos Tutors Needed

I

The call is out again for more
jtors, needed to serve youngters seeking tutoring help at
'reject CARITAS m St. Peter
layer Center.

"The commitment is small,
nly two hours a week to be
pent with a child but the regards can be high m love,
-iendship and academic progess," said Jack Fischer, tutor
hairman. "The primary funcion is tutoring but there are
lso field trips and recreation
therein friendships grow."

SOME 300 YOUNGSTERS,
m the first to eighth
rades, are enrolled m the fundd anti-poverty program, deigned as a special educational
ssistance for the disadvantaged
lostly

child. Slow-learning youths are no lines of discrimination," said
assisted m reading, arithmetic, Fischer.
spelling and other basic acaAn estimated 4,000 people
demics.
"have matured through their
Two-thirds of the students experience" with CARITAS as
come from public elementary tutors and tutees on a one-andand secondary schools with the one basis, according to Fischer,
balance from parochial schools. since it was started m 1965 with
CARITAS also provides an op- the help of S.U.'l student
portunity for adults, 18 years Christian Activities Program.
old and over, to overcome eduis a delegate agencational handicaps by offering cyCARITAS
of the Seattle-King County
reading,
tutoring
m
individual
Opportunity Board.
writing,arithmetic, spelling, Economic
project operates m Seattle's
The
speech and languages.
Central Area on a strictly nonsectarian basis. Walter T. HubNINETY PER CENT of these bard is executive director.
tutees are black. Other racesFischer, 21, is an S.U.-English
white, Oriental and American
are also represented. literature senior from Spokane.
Indian
Tutors are 90 per cent white He may be reached at EAst 5"but the spirit of giving knows -3006 m St. Peter Claver Center.

—
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FROM THE MOMENT he "pops the question" to the getaway from the reception, the modern bride has a multitude
of decisions to make and tasks to accomplish to make her
wedding a memorable event that will mark the start of a
new life. The Spectator's annual wedding issue begins on
page three and covers some of the many facets of the
wedding.

___
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S.U. Campus Excells
In Landscape Beauty
by MarilynSwartz
S.U. students who are dismayed at being surrounded by
urban scenes of smog, slums,
and litter can take refuge m
their own campus as an attractive oasis. They are attending the university with the most
elaborately landscaped campus
m the United States.
Fr. Raymond Nichols, S.J.,
Superintendent of Grounds, said
that other institutions of higher
learning, including the University of Washington, have copied

from S.U.s landscaping designs.

"WE GO IN for unusual
plants," Fr. Nichols reported.
"We bring them from Japan,
North Africa, and various parts
of the United States."
He noted an Atlas cedar on
campus which grows primarily
m the Atlas Mountains of north-

ern Africa.

The campus is also given an
exotic flavor with splashes of
color from azaleas and rhododendrons, Washington's state

flower.
Fr. Nichols said the Seattle

area, with its abundance of

rainfall, is an ideal climate for
growing a large variety of
plants and shrubs which would
not successfully endure transplantation to other sections of
the country.
S.U.s 40 acres of campus
grounds are tended by a professional staff of gardeners. As
landscape architect, Fr. Nichols is assisted by a foreman who
m turn supervises about seven
or eight assistants m the summer and three or four m winter.

The annual
of maintainence is about $50,000.
cost

Spring Thing
Cabaret Due

5.U. Drill Teams Host
Recent Marching Meet

S.U. was host to the seventh
Father replied m the nega- annual Reserve Officers Traintive to a suggestion that recent ing Corps City of Seattle Inremoval of a number of plants vitational Drill meet last weekand shrubs had been initiated end.
for security reasons. It was
In the women's division, S.U.s

Burgundy Bleus placed fourth
out of seven teams. First place
went to the Angel Flight of the
University of Montana Air
Force.
Twenty ROTC drill teams and
rather, he said, for aesthetic
marching units from nine unireasons. Vacant areas will be
versities and colleges m Washre-filled with smaller plants.
ington, Oregon, Montana and
Nevada competed m the day's
marching at Sand Point Naval
Hiyu Coolee, S.U. hiking club, Air Station.
In men's competition, the
Last quarter's honor roll has elected new officers this week. Chieftain Guard placed third
not yet been compiled by the They are Cliff Fleischer, presi- out of 11 teams. Gonzaga's LoyRegistrar's Office.
dent; Dennis McNulty, vice- ola Guard took first place.
A spokesman said the delay president; StephanieHill,
secrewas due to the fact that many
Clement, treas; grades
Larry
and
tary,
r
m
teachers handed the
late, and the Registrar's Office urer.
has had to hand post many of
The first election ballots were
the grades.
lost
and invalidated. The offiusually
The honor rollis
availcers
elected on this ballot will
ableby the beginning of the folTODAY
lowing quarter.
take office immediately.
MUN: Election of officers at
11 a.m. m Pigott 304. New members welcome.
Young Democrats: Election of
officers at 8 p.m. m room 111
of the Lemieux Library.
FRIDAY
German Club: Der Deutsch
S.U. now has the only Pacific grain, Mike Murphy, Dan 01Northwest chapter of Pi Sigma -mer, Fred Richardson, James Klub zeigt urn 10 Uhr Morgen
Epsilon, national marketing fra- Steverwald, Truman Struck, einenKulturfilm Ueber Deutschternity.
Richard Taylor, James Thorson, land im L.A. Gebaeude Zimmer
Nr. 212. All sind herzlich eingeTiegen and John Vallala.
Don
only
At present, S.U. is the
laden.
Dr.
Faculty
members
are
school m the area with the qualHenry
Movie: Seattle World Withifications necessary for the fra- Woodrow Clevinger and
Kuhlman, both of the School of out War Council is showing AH
ternity.
Business.
Quiet on the Western Front at
New student, faculty and business members wereinitiatedlast
week. The fraternity was organized by sales and marketing

Honors Delayed

Hiyu Coolees
Elect Officers

"May Day,a Thing m Spring"
is the
- theme of S.U.s Student
Afro American Movement for
equality cabaret dance from 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday, May 1,
m Norway Center, 300 3rd Aye.
W.
Music will be by the "Black
and White Affair". Tickets per
person are $2 pre-sale and $2.50
at the door.
Proceeds will benefit black
scholarships and student financial assistance as well as
SAAME community service programs, according to Bobby Davis, SAAME president.

Spectrum of Events
April 23-27

S.U. First Northwest School
To Gain Marketing Fraternity

executives m Seattle.
Initiates include: David Ar-

ger, John Claypool,Robert Conyers, Mike Daniels, Kerry Dolan, Robert Dufficy, Dan Fields,
Dennis Flynn, Shawn Graves,
Steve Greenfield, Jerry Guity,
Bruce Harrison, Tom Knutson,
Gary Kolb, Don Ladwig, Gary
Layman, Tom Lenze, Cris Mon-

Tickets for Sale

Fifty tickets to Credence
Clearwater Revival concert
May 2 will be sold today at
reduced rates. Regularly
priced at $4.75 each, tickets
can be purchased for $3.75
from Joe Zavaglia, ASSU

second vice president, be-

tween 2-4:30 p.m. today.
"WE LOSE very little from
damage," Fr. Nichols reports.
He added that "the students
here have acquired an appreciation of the campus." He said
this is manifested m one way
by the fact that it has not even
Under the banner of the Sur- those planks which have a very
been necessary to set up unvival Party, Edison Fisk, Kitsap special meaning to the future of
sightly trash receptacles.
County anti-war and free speech my constituency m that those
protester, is running for the U.S. planks could help to assure that
Senate seat now held by Henry my constituency might continue
to HAVE a future."
M. Jackson.
The major plank m his platAbout his platform, Fisk
stated, "It has been given to us form is the licensing of childto establish an order based upon birth to achieve control over popFr. Pat O'Leary, of S.U.s the- sanity.My platform incorporates ulation growth.
ology department, was chosen
March 22 as an elected representative of the Oregon Province to a meeting of Jesuit provincials and representatives
scheduled next September m
Rome.
A meeting of all provincials
and an elected representative
BROCHURES
from each province of the Society of Jesus are called m
BUSINESS CARDS
Rome every few years to determine if a general congregation (supreme legislative body
BALLARD PRINTING & PUBLISHING
of the Society) should be called.
0 Ballard N.W.
541
SU 4-3400
This is normally necessary
only to elect a new General
after the death of the previous
general.
Matters of concern to the
world-wide society are also discussed at these meetings.
Fr. O'Leary, who was chosen
on his 40th birthday, is one of
the youngest representatives to
WEDDINGS
be picked.

Survival Party Candidate Ed Fisk
Asks Sanity for Senate Platform

Fr. O'Leary
Picked Rep

8:15 p.m. at the YWCA, sth and
Seneca.
Spectator: Staff meeting 3
p.m. m the newsroom.
SUNDAY
Hiyu Coolee: Hike to Heybrook Lookout leaves Bellarmine parking lot at 8:30 a.m.
$1.25 per person. Sign up on
L.A. bulletinboard.
MONDAY
International Club: 8 p.m.
meeting m Pigott 404. Activities
for this quarter will be dis-

cussed.

Sigma Kappa Phi: Election of
officers for next year, 3: 15 p.m.
m L.A. 123.

A Phi O Conference Requests
Funds Clarification, Cooperation

Four S.U. A Phi O's attended
last weekend's Alpha Phi Omega
Sectional Conference m Moscow,
Idaho.
Mike Lyons, Thorn O'Rourke,
Rosendo Luna and Bob Parker
represented the Kappa Rho
Chapter m the meeting, hosted
by the University of Idaho.
Ten Northwest chapters were
represented at the three-day

(

session. The major development to come out of the conference was a request that the national organization clarify the
use of A Phi 0 funds.
The S.U., University of Washington and Pacific LutheranUni-

versity chapters also agreed to
work more closely m the future,
especially m an upcoming slide
program project to attract prospective pledges.
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Present this coupon and your student card
—at Weisfield's Jewelers for a 20% student
discount on any diamondwedding set.

20% Off

Saß

on any Diamond Wedding Set

NAME

Marian Syltebo
Mary Zale

GL 5-3120
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Forsaking

ELABORATE STAGING has become common
as weddings have accumulated pomp and ceremony down through the ages. Symbolizing the
(ifama today's bride may go through is the
above scene from the Seattle Repertory Theater's
winter production of "Once m a Lifetime." The

Others

All

bride is Judith Long. Her mother, right, is played
by Maureen Quinn and the director, left, is Ted
D'Arms. In a present day wedding, the bride-tobe is often beset by advice and pressure from
her mother and friends to make the wedding
conform to their concepts. The bride needs as-

sistance and should accept some advice graciously, but m the final analysis, it is her dream that
is to be fulfilled. These pages may contain some
that,
assistance to the bride-to-be m formulating
dream.

Thursday, April 23,

1970/The Spectator/
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BridalCounsulantGivesWedingTips
wrapping five to seven Jordan
almonds for favors. This symbolizes that the couple will have
to accept both the bitter and
sweet m life.
Almonds, she explained, were
often extremely bitter m the
days before modern agricultureand the coating provided some

by Patty Hollinger
Editor

Too many weddings have become "elaborate dramas"
staged only to please the bride's mother, according to a
former caterer and bridal consultant, who then went on to
outline several ways wedding expense can be held down
and mistakes avoided.
She advised mailing the inviMrs. Mary Conrard, forthree weeks
mer owner of Marie's Cater- tations at least
people usually plan
early
since
ing which specialized m wed- far
ahead. To save money, if
dings, said disapprovingly food is served at the reception,
that many weddings are she advised including
- an RSVP
staged only for impressive card with a self addressed,
stamped envelope.
show and pomp.
Many girls are pushed into
such affairs by their mothers
who were war brides, she said,
who missed the traditional wedding ceremony. Such weddings
also appeal to very young girls
who have a "Cinderella" view
and can't see beyond the ceremony to the realities of married

life.

MRS. CONRARD, who is now
convention and catering manager of Bellevue's new Holiday
Inn, said that generally by the
time the bride-to-be contacts
the bridal consultant she is wellread and knows what she wants.

FLOWERS
Flowers are the major area
where a bride can save money
but she has to be careful, Mrs.
Conrard said. Many of the budget flower packages available
mean that second or third grade
flowers are used.
"This is fine," she said, "as
long as the girls realize that
this is what they are going to
get."

Another money saver is using
more ribbon with flowers m
bouquets and arrangements. Remembering which flowers are m
season cuts costs also.

Girls who organize their own
AT THE RECEPTION, the
weddings usually don't save cake can be used as a centermuch by not hiring professional piece instead of flowers, she
caterers or by not going to a said.
bridal consultant, Mrs. Conrard
She advised girls to work
closely with reliable florists
said.
Usually, she explained, they since flowers add much to a
end up with added worry and wedding. One bride had chosen
frustrations at an already nerve- drab tan dresses for her attenwracking time. She also added dants and the florist worked up
that going to professionals may unusual but beautiful bouquets
actually save money since they of deeppurple which saved the
know ways of cutting costs and dresses and enhanced the wedcan better estimate attendance ding itself.
so as not to over order. Usually
FAVORS
a third of those invited don't
Many of the favors given out
up,
show
she said.
at weddings have lost their
meaning she said, and hence,
PRESSURE m elaborate wed- are used improperly.
dings is sometimes so great that
the bride's mother needs medical attention or hospitalization
afterwards. With professionals
taking over the worries, some
medicalexpensescanbe avoided.
Consultants can help avoid
family problems, she said, such
as when there are several sets
of parents and receiving lines
BOUQUETS
must be set up. The wording of
invitations can also be a probAppointments available
lem which requires the right
touch of diplomacy and correct
to help you plan your
procedure.

Mistakenly people
often think they are to throw
this instead of rice, she said.
sweetness.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Regarding wedding photographs, the girls should remember not to let the photographer
monopolize the wedding. The
bride should check to make sure
she knows what she is getting
for her money.
One thing that particularly annoys her is when the photographer convinces the couple to cut
the cake before the guests arSHE SAID THAT the cutting
of the cake together symbolizes
that before their friends and
relatives, that the couple share
their food and life together.
"Without their friends, it's
meaningless," she said, and
photoby bob kegel added that that is the shot which
MRS. MARY CONRARD
most of the couple's friends
get even though it's one
never
by
those with
Groom's cake originally was
One custom used
a dark fruit cake that made up Mediterreanean cultures, is of the most important.
the top layer of the wedding
cake. It was cut, wrapped and
given to single girls to place
under their pillows. The man
they dreamt of would be their
future husband.

—

ONE TOUCH she used was
rice to be thrown at
the couple. However, she advised girls not to package it like
a favor but to keep it m a bowl.
"It's too difficult for people to
untie m time to throw," she
said.
tinting the

1
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A beautiful wedding
jtiKp
Has beautiful "f'owers^S\^€|^^\

SHE ADVISES them on the
symbolism connected with the
wedding.Hopefully she said, this
will avoid ludicrous situations
such as when rice (symbolizing
fertility) was thrown at a newlywed couple m their 70s.
The caterer and consultant
can handle small details which
come up during the reception
and could provide some embarrassing moments.
Mrs. Conrard said, for example, she provided written toasts
for those who want to toast the
couple. She said several times
the best man at weddings, has
quieted the room, and after
stating "I propose a toast" he
merely quaffed his drink while
those gathered waited for the
never-to-come-forth toast.

INVITATIONS

The latest trend m wedding
invitations, she said, is toward
more informal ones with ragged
edges. Invitations no longer
have to be engraved to be proper, she added.
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Broadway Central Florist
SAM ALTABET
EA 4-3600

410 Broadway

Latest m Formal Wear
For Spring and Summer Weddings
RENT OR BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
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free CONSULTATIONS
FOR THE FIRST wedding, in...HOW ABOUTTHAT?!
vitations should be white or offwhite. The emphasis on white
should be followed through m
LA 5-5350
such things as napkins and
University
5261
Way N. E.
candles, she said.
Seattle> Washington 98105
Using touches of color m the
reception area (such as colored
undercloths) and on clothes is
fine, she explained, but pastel
color is usually used for second
weddings.
She advised girls to order extra invitations with their initial
order. She said the first 100
invitations are always the most
expensive and placing a separate re-order drives up costs.
The Spectator Thursday, April 23, 1970
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Tuxedos, Colored Dinner Jackets,
Edwardians, Double Breasteds
WEDDING PARTY SPECIALISTS

Visit Our Bridal Shop
for all your wedding needs
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Wedding Flowers
Require Expert

Higher

Education:

Brides Return to School
herself for the time she will be able to resume
her education.

by Marsha Green
Feature Editor

Today's modern bride cannot live happily

ever after if she allows her education to stop
once she has the ring on her finger. More and
more she has to keep pace with her husband if
she intends for him to be a success m his job.
Many companies, besides judging the husband's qualifications for a job, see how the wife
fits into the company's self-concept. If she has
not kept abreast of psychology, sociology, sci-

ence and literature, she may lessen her husband's
chances for employment.

IF A WIFE'S education does not grow with
her husband's, she may find that communication
between them has deteriorated so much that the
marriage is less than successful. To undertake
the discipline of education may be hard at first,
but worthwhile for the future.
A bride may choose to continue her education following the wedding. If her husband is
attending school at the same time, the couple
will be able to share problems that crop up and
help each other. They both will be seeking the
same goal.
Some brides, however, may have to forego
their education m favor of a job to help finance
the husband's education. While this does present
a problem, the determined bride should prepare

C^n^a^ed /-^aird J-^refer

When it comes to engagement
rings, the diamond is definitely
FLOWERS IN HER HAIR: Flowers are used today, as the leader among the stones.
favorite, it is
hey were m the days of the bride above, for more than The traditional
still chosen by about 80 per cent
Frequently
flowers
are
bouquets
arrangements.
ust
and
of brides and grooms to mark
used to top the wedding cake or as headpieces for the bride their engagement.
and her attendants.
There are four basic stan-

I

Choosing wedding flowers can

; a "thorny" problem but ev-

y bride can avoid the pitfalls

Ifollowing some practical sug-

A POTENTIAL disadvantage to both husband
and wife pursuing education at the same time is
that the wife may outshine the husband and
make him feel inferior. In addition, the pressures
of attending school and managing a household
may be too much to bear and may produce

stress.
If a bride puts off furthering her education
until after her husband has earned his degree
and is secure m his job, the presence of a family may act as a deterrent. However, she should
consider her role as a partner m marriage and
be willing to expand her horizons beyond the
home and family.
IT MAY become necessary for the wife to
the family should her husband become
disabled or die. If she lacks the skills and knowledge required by today's market, she may find
a decent paying job beyond her reach.
Many employers, given the choice between a
woman who has continued her education and
one who has not, will choose the educated one.
The modern bride should look upon education
as an adventure and realize that growing intellectually will help her become a better informed
mate, a more intelligent companion and a better wife.
support
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dards for judging a diamond

principal ones: round or brilliant, emerald, pear shaped,
weight. These determine both oval, marquise, and baguette
the beauty and the value of the (rectangular). The round cut
gem.
is usually the favored.
Cut consists of transforming
The most desired diamonds
the rough stone into its finished are generallycolorless and crysshape, of which there are six
(Continued on page 9)
cut, color, clarity, and carat

Romantic Gowns Favored

The first step should be to
From the Oriental kimono to the Indian sari, from
ck a competent florist. Friends floor length to midi, from traditional white to champagne
ay provide helpful recommen- beige or flowered print, this year's bride has a wide choice
itions. Several floral shops
m be visited to gain some idea m bridal gowns.
i the work they do and the
Though the individual selection will vary with each
ices they charge.
bride, the Victorian styles of lace and applique, demure
enjoying a
ONCE THE florist has been high necklines and long, romantic sleeves are
popular
revival.
chosen, he should be contacted
and told the date and hour of
the wedding. Around holidays
SOFT FABRICS, such as chiffon, viole and organza,
florists can be busy and flowers are being employed. Sleeves, especially the full camelot,
m short supply, so it is best bishop, Victorian trumpet or cardinal, are emphasized.
to givehim this advance notice.
Garden-type dresses are becoming increasingly popBudget limitations must be
ular,
m free-flowing lace or embroidered fabrics.
considered if the florist is to
The medieval gown, accented with full, sheer sleeves
know what price range to work
with when preparing the flow- and built-in chapel trains, is very popular, with lots of lace
ers. Florists can offer sugges- from stand-up neckline to floor-sweeping hem.
tions if they know the location
Floor length gowns are still the most popular for forand size of the church and remal and very formal evening and daytime weddings. The
ceptionhall.
great impact on the fashion
Brides should supply their flor- midi length has not made a
Priscilla
of Boston is marketing
although
scene
for
summer
ist with a sketch of the wedding
dress and the dress of the at- a dress at 12 inches from the floor, intended for the small
tendants and a swath of fabric, informal wedding only.
if possible. Flowers can then
be selected that are suitable to
Veils have shifted from the short, bouffant style of a
the style, color and texture of few years past to long, free swirls or organza or lace. Chapel

(c

dresses.

THE FLORIST will need to
low the number of people who
will need bouquets, corsages,
boutonnieres and other flowers.
He should be advised if he is
expected to provide "extras"
like the aisle runner or ribbons
for the pews.
The florist can be one of the
bride's best friends m preparing
her wedding if she lets him
know her ideas and coordinates
them with his own knowledge of
flowers. Then come wedding
day, everything will be coming

trains are popular this year.
Proper bridal apparel for the very formal evening (large
ceremony after 6 p.m.) and daytime weddings (large ceremony after noon) consists of a stately, floor-length dress
with a long train and veil to complement the dress.
Long sleeves or gloves and an elaborate bouquet (or
flower-trimmed prayerbook) complete the outfit.
Dresses for smaller formal weddings may be less elaborate. Fingertip veils are acceptable as is an elaborate short
dress with a bridal headdress for a daytime ceremony.

BRIDESMAIDS' dresses have taken a turn toward the
practical with new designs allowing the dress to be worn
for other occasions.
up roses.
Dresses whose design complements the bride's gown
are popular as are those done m a garden motif and ac.SSWJWW.WiVWMMW
cented with big straw hats or peasant-style headdresses.
THE WIFE
Shopping for the bridal gown is a task to be done leiOnce upon a midnight dreary, surely and m plenty of time for the wedding. Most stores
while Ipondered weak and
require six to eight weeks to deliver a dress, so it is best
weary
to shop between three and six months before the date.
Across the
room came my sweet
—
One piece of advice which appears frequently is "leave
dearie
your friends at home." A noisy clatch of ten people offering
Her breath smelt so acidly
six different opinions is no aid to the bride. One trusted
beery
Walked towards me, so humble friend is a wiser solution.

...

...

and meek-

Scratched my cheek, and
whispered
"Hie!"
Vie Pineda

...

■ ■""«*

"" "
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AFTER SELECTING the dress, the prospective bride
FASHION OF THE DAY: This year's wedding fashions
should explain m detail the alterations, such as hem and allow a great deal of individual latitude m style preference.
sleeve length, which she wants, so that the final garment Wedding gowns of yesteryear could also be free-wheeling,
will fit perfectly.
as this Mexican style with mantilla illustrates.
Thursday, April 23, 1970/ The Spectator,
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Gift Giving Guidelines

Engagement Ceremonies
Now Reflect Solemnity
Many young Catholic couples
today are resurrecting the ancient practice of formal betrothal to bring new meaning
to their promise to marry.
Fr. JosephMaguire, S.J., student chaplain at S.U., has performed about twenty "engagement ceremonies" since he became interested m reviving the
custom.
The ceremony is short, simple, and dignified, consisting
mainly of a spoken promise by
each partner that he or she will
"one day" accept the other as
husband or wife, the bestowal
of the engagement ring, and a
blessing by the priest.
Although the ceremony comes
into recent use on a wave of
such "renewal" projects, the
custom actually was m general
use centuries ago, when the
formal promise to marry was

newed popularity m a period of
youthful activity m the church.
Young couples find a sense
of serious personal commitment
that is lacking m the strictly
secular custom of engagement.
Now, a promise formerly made
over a Coke at a drive-in is
spoken publicly "before God
and holyChurch."
The ceremony used by Fr.
Maguire begins with a reading
of the "Vine and branches"
gospel from John. Then the
couple join hands and recite
nearly identical promises:
"In the name of the Lord, before these witnesses, Ido freely
promise that Iwill one day take
, as my wife (husyou,
band), according to the ordinances of God and holy Church.
Iwill be faithful and loyal to
you. I
will help andcomfort you.
Iwill love you even as Ilove
once an occasion as solemn and myself. All that a man (woman)
imposing as the rite of marriage
should be to his loved one, I
itself.
promise
to be to you, by the
simplified
The
version of the
ancient practice is enjoying re- faith that is m me."

Wedding
by DON CONRARD
One of the most important
times m any person's life is
their wedding day. The photographs taken then are among
a family's most treasured possessions.
How can you be sure that your
wedding album will be an accurate and beautiful reflection
of that day and not a conglemeration of meaningless snapshots?
FIRST, go to a professional
photographer. You may have
a friend or relative that happens
to be a "wizard" with his Instamatic. However, the results can
often be discouraging and not
much cheaper than the profes-

Choosing a wedding gift used to be a chore
but the advent of gift registries has taken all
the worry out of what you buy.
The bride lists her preferences when she
signs up at the store's bridal registry about two
months before the wedding. Specialnote is made
of her patterns m china, silver and crystal; her
favorite colors m linens; even her style of pots
and pans.
Then the information, complete with prices
and other pertinent facts, is passed on to friends
and relatives to help them choose a present the
bride is sure to like.
A registry card also tells how many of each
item the bride wants and records how many she
already has received. That's to protect her
against ending up with 26 pickle forks and one
dinner knife.
Strictly speaking, a wedding gift is required
when you accept an invitation to the reception.
An invitation to the wedding ceremony alone
does not obligate you to send a present, nor does
a wedding announcement. In most situations,
however, your personal

situation and feeling for

the bride is a more satisfactory guide as to
whether or not to send a gift.
Here are some guidelines for buying and giving wedding gifts:
1. Decide exactly how much you want to
spend. Typical wedding presents include almost
anything ornamentalor useful for the home—so
the price range is wide.
2. Find out where the bride has registered
her gift selections and ask the consultant at this

vs

store to help you m your selection. If such a
service is not available, check with the bride's
mother on preferences.
3. When m doubt, choose quality over quantity. Most brides would much rather receive a
small piece of their sterling silver than a dozen
of those sale-priced tea towels.
4. Consider the tastes of the bride and her
future style of living. If she is going to move
into an apartment or on to a campus —or if her
husband expects to be transferred soon she
may want to postpone larger acquisitions.
5. Don't let your originality run rampant A
gift you think has great "charm" may be considered slightly outlandish by the recipient.
6. Always respect the bride's choices. Some
stores cite cases m which gift-givers who consulted the registry decided they didn't like the

—

bride's patterns and substituted dinnerware of
their own choosing. These are the gifts destined
for exchange.
7. Avoid monogramming unless you have
checked with the bride's mother beforehand. The
selection of initials varies, and it is reallybetter
taste to send the gift unmarked m case the bride

wants to exchange it.
8. Gifts preferably should be sent m advance
of the ceremony, directed to the bride m her
maiden name. They may be sent after the wedding to Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed at their new
home, or m care of the bride's parents if the
new address is unknown. Avoid bringing your
gift to the reception, if possible.
Reprinted from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

Photographers:professionals Amateure

sionals.
Remember that your wedding
happens only once. You can't
come back the next day and do
it over again.

Wedding photography is a
tough and demanding business.
The best results are obtained
by those who make a living at it,
for several reasons.
Professionals use the best and
most dependable equipment on
the market and all go to great
pains to insure the properoperation of this equipment, even to
the extent of carrying two completeoutfits to each assignment.
IN THE SIX YEARS Ihave
been associated with this busi-

ing those tinfoil film wrappers
off the floor.
Finally, the professional has
said for the amateurs.
an artistic sense, developedover
The Professional knows how a period of years that adds a
to conduct himself during and great deal to the appearance of
after the ceremony.
any wedding album.
Most are members of Professional Photographers of AmeriTHE ALBUM ITSELF can
ca, the oldest and largest asso- generally be divided into two
ciation of professionalphotogra- major sections: the formal porphers m the world,and subscribe traits (which includes the small
to their Code of Ethics for Wed- 5x7 sent to the newspapers),
ding Photographers. The de- and the 'candids' taken during
tailed code even includes pick- the ceremony and reception.
ness, Ihave

never seen a professional lose an entire day's
shooting. The same can't be

WEDDING INVITATIONS
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"If Iwere asked to state the great objective which
Church andState are both demanding for the sake
of every man and woman and child m this country,
Iwould say that that great objective is 'a more
Franklin D.Roosevelt
abundant life."
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Let your Mother be

Several accommodations available
( including Tyee Yacht Club)
or your own location.

-

Why not have a quality FHedlander diamond instead? you'll
fed it hard to beat the price anywhere. We repeat, anywhere.

us soon.

®Call

wedding recepition!

graphy.)
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EA 3-3577
HEATH PRINTERS
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commercialand free lance photo-

m photog-
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All our work is done with the most
up-to-date equipment. And it shows.

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE AT
REASONABLE PRICES

REMEMBER that

He was formerly Spectator photo
editor and has been engaged m
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Count on us to do a perfect
printing job for your
wedding announcements
and invitations.

1617 BOYLSTON

raphy the old adage "you get
whatyou pay for" is not always
true. Some of the most expensive photographers may not
be to your liking.
Ask to see their portfolio and
never select one on price alone.
Rather look around for ones
whose work you like and settle
on the cost before you hire him.
(Editor's Note: Don Conrard is
a 1969 marketing graduate of S.U.

To insure the best results the
bride and groom should meet
with the photographer and plan
the album, adding their own
ideas to the photographer's suggestions.
Cost can vary, depending on
whetheryou want color or black
and white, size and number of
prints and other factors. Some
photographers offer package
deals that include a set number
of prints and poses.
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its tone is persuasive with an NBofC special checking account. A great way to organize
your budget . have money when you need it.
Learn how convenient it is— and how effective
—to have your own personal checking account!
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Lovelorn Need Advice

In-lawRelationshp

Can Be Improved

Love and marriage have
been major topics for advice
and advisors since primitive
men plotted their tactics for
clubbing and stealing the
young women who catch
their eye.
From witchcraft to TV shows,
people have been cashing m on
advice to the lovelorn for centuries and the trend seems to
be continuing full steam ahead.

by Marilyn Swartz
Sometimes an engaged or newly married couple may
feel that in-laws, by any other name, would still be outlaws.

THOSE WHO were lovelorn
Ages had the local
witch whip up a herb potion
to solve his or her ills. Most
people of that time were conBREW from a cauldron was
ditioned to believe that they
favorite problem solver m
could do nothing about their a
the
Middle Ages.
fate, short of magic.
This fatalistic attitude and the to give practical solutions to
belief m the supernatural were complex problems.
deeply rooted. Since the dawn of
mankind, when individuals faced
the awesome power of the natural elements, men thought
they could ward off danger via
amulets, charms, ancestral
bones,animal teeth, dried horns,
and other exotica.
by Bob Kegel
The best man has duties exVOODOO, A FORM of primitive religion that was a descen- tending far beyond tying a nerdant of African tribal rituals, vous groom's tie and handing
derived from these beliefs. Usu- him the ring at the ceremony.
ally, an attempt was made to He is m fact responsible for the
influence the behavior of peo- smooth running of much of the
ple through an intermediary ceremony, reception and honeywho performed a curse, cast a moon.
spell or punished an errant
lover.
THE JOB BEGINS with pickVoodoo chiefs were also able ing up the ring and not losing
to supply love potions, aphro- it. Some best men even carry
disiacs and spells to make sure a spare. If there's a ring bearthe course of true love ran er, he's the best man's responsmoothly.
sibility.
The marriage license and
Centuries later, with the
growth of urbanization and so- priest's fee are also his concern.
phistication, the lovelorn started The best man gets them from
turning to advisors rather than the groom and presents them
to the priest at the appropriate
black magic.
In 1896, Dorothy Dix started time.
The best man's biggest job is
writing her famous Advice to
the Lovelorn column m the New the groom. He has to be
Orleans Picayune. The response dressed, his bags have to be
was phenomenal,as hundreds of packed, his car has to be ready
troubled individuals poured out along with his hat and coat at
their woes and Miss Dix sought the end of the ceremony.And of

AMERICAN CULTURE abounds with in-laws jokes
and caricatures. Mention "mother-in-law" and many young
women conjure up a vision of a fat, overbearing female with
a sharp tongue who delights m declaring that nothing is
too good for her son.
"Father-in-law" evokes an equally omnious mental picture m the mind of a young man. He can just hear the
stern-visaged tyrant demanding to know if he can keep
Mary Jane m the style of living her dear old daddy did.
While such comic-strip characters are exaggerated, family life studies have shown that in-law problems rank high
on the list of newlywed couples having serious difficulties.

m the Middle

DOROTHY DIX created the
first advice column almost
AN ARTICLE m the May issue of Brides Magazine by
75 years ago, giving rise to
Iris
M.
Rabasca offers a few suggetions for smoother saila multimillion dollar indusing on the often choppy waters of in-law relationships.
try.
Rather than trying to avoid your in-laws altogether, it
is suggested that the couple make friendly overtures, perhaps inviting them over or out to dinner occasionally. Feeling ill-at-ease themselves, the bride and bridegroom may
not realize that members of the other's family might be just
as nervous as they are.
Couples are urged to be financially independent after
course he has to be on time. their marriage as accepting or borrowing money from their
(This means 15 minutes early.) families may cause indebtedness on one
side and an unThe ushers know what to do befeeling
power
wanted
of
on
the
other.
the
best
cause
man briefed
In-laws who make persistent inquiries into the personal
them the day before.
life of the couple must be gently but firmly discouraged.
AT THE RECEPTION the
YOUNG COUPLES must do their part m the in-law
best man proposes a toast to
the bride and sometimes to the relationship by trying to solve their own problems and not
bride and groom. He also re- demanding that their respective families take sides m
sponds to a toast to the brides- disputes.
maids. He should toast m modThe article urges that some suggestions from in-laws
eration, however, because he is
also responsible for seeing that be accepted graciously, such as a recipe from your motherthe guest book is signed.
in-law for your husband's favorite dish.
The "in-law triangle" can be changed into a family
The best man also has his eye
on the clock. Having made all circle if the parties concerned are willing to make the effort.
reservations for the couple, he
Sometimes distance between the couple and their inknows when they have to leave.
laws
may seem to be the only solution, but this should be
He has the car brought around,
a
resort after a genuine attempt at a good relationship
last
gets the bride and groom into
has been made.
it and sees them safely off.

Best Man's Duties Varied,
From Toasts to Getaway

Traditions Abound

in

Weddings

Many of the customs associated
i
with wedding ceremonies are followed today \without any knowledge of the
history behind them.
The cutting of the wed- means they will provide for
ding cake, for example,sym- each other.
bilizes happiness and its eatSome traditions date back to
ing by the bride and groom the Romans. Most weddings

'

take place m June because it
is said Juno blesses those
brides. Brides m ancient Roman weddings carried bunches
of herbs under their veils, hence
the bridal bouquet. In the trip
across the threshold, the Romans said it meant bad luck if
the bride stepped m left foot

first.

IT WAS THE Egyptians who
believed the third finger of the
left hand was connected to the
heart by a love vein, and since
the Middle Ages it has been the
custom to wear the weddingring
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there.
The fear of the evil eye caused
brides to wear wedding veils according to Oriental belief. In
this country the custom is attributed to Nellie Custis who
wore a long white scarf pinned
to her hair when she married
the nephew of George Washington.
The throwing of rice and old
shoes has Oriental and Hebraic
origins.Rice m theOrient means
"May you always have a full
pantry" and the throwing of a
red slipper on the roof of the
house means a honeymoon is m
progress. It was customary for
Hebrew males to give a sandal
as evidence of good faith m the
exchangeof property.
FLOWERS HAVE their meanrdJay
ings also. Clematis is the love
vine and ivy suggests good luck.
Each rosebud is a promise and
apple blossoms symbolize better things to come. Myrtle is
the lover's flower and orange
blossoms stand for everlasting
love.
A pre-wedding festivity, the
bridal shower, is based on legend. In Holland a young girl fell
m love with a poor miller
against her father's wishes. He
refused her a dowry, so instead
her friends gave the bride a
PHOTOGRAPHY
party so she could marry withSEATTLE 98102
EA 4-1III
out the dowry.
Thursday, April 23, 1970/The Spectator/
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March to the Altar
Begins in Courthouse

Groom'sWeddingAttire
by Don Nelson
Asst. News Editor
While the bride-to-be is carefully, and somewhat frantically,
choosing her wedding day attire
and that of her bridesmaids, as
well as putting her trousseau together, the bridegroom should
be making his own well thought
out choices as to what he will
wear for the nuptials.
The sharply attired bridegroom can do much to highlight
the beauty of the ceremony. He
should make an effort to choose
the most appropriate dress m
line with his own personal
tastes.
A CERTAIN AMOUNT of etiquette and propriety is involved
m the choice of men's formal
wedding wear. While certain
standards of what is "proper"
have developed, there is of
course leeway for the groom
to exercise his own judgment.
Correct attire for a formal
daytime ceremonyis the elegant
acOxford gray cutaway coat,vest,
companiedby a pearl gray
striped gray trousers, and a
white dress shirt. With a wing
collar, a silk ascot is worn; with
a turned down collar, a black
and white (or gray) four-in-hand
tieis worn.
If that sounds a bit much, an
alternative is the less formal
fcut stylish gray sack coat or
stroller, with black and gray
Striped trousers, pearl gray
vest, and white shirt with turned
down collar. The tie is a fourin-hand, with gray and white
stripes or checks.

In Seattle, the long march to the altar begins,inevitably,
with a wait behind a grilled counter m the King County
courthouse, somewhere between the Auto License Bureau
and the Real Estate Tax Assessor.
A MARRIAGE LICENSE, necessary m every state, is
easier to come by m Washington than many other areas of
the country. All youreally need, besides a potential spouse,
is one witness, seven dollars m cash, and 15 minutes' time.
Washington State requires no blood tests, identification
certificates, or physical examinations before marriage.
Couples can be married at age 17 with parental permission,
at 21 for males and 18 for females without it.
After May 14, a new law will go into effect, reducing
the male without-consent age to 18.
THE LAW does require a three-day "cooling-off" period,
between the issuance of the license and the wedding. This is a throwback to the days when itinerant sailors
on weekend benders were apt to find themselves Mondaymorning husbands.
The holding period ends on the fourth business day
after the license date.
License bureau officials suggest allowing a full week
between license and marriage.
"Too many people forget that the courthouse is closed
weekends,"
on
said clerk Kathie Greene. "People think they
can get a license on Thursday and get married Sunday."
Busiest times for the license bureau, curiously, come
not m May and June, but during the weeks of college Christmas vacations.
'WE'VE PROCESSED as many as 130 applications m
during peak times," Miss Greene said. Normal days,
day
one
however, generally bring from 30 to 35 applicants. A
license can be issued m ten to 15 minutes.
One qualification which causes frequent delays is the
requirement that the $7 fee be paid m cash. Checks or
other forms of payment are not accepted.
"We had a guy m here yesterday who didn't have the
cash on him, Miss Greene recounted, "so he tore open his
fiance's coat and took the seven dollars out of a wad sewn
into the lining."
"Little things like that," she sighed, "keep this job
interesting."
however,

STIFF AND FORMAL: Men's wedding clothes have
changed little m the past years. The groom's attire above
looks familiar to many grooms-to-be who hope to avoid
the ultra-formal clothes their fiancee opts for.
trousers, white pique waistcoat, quently, the groom's father.

white pique shirt with wing col- Male members of the wedding
lar, and a white pique butterfly party pay for the rental of their

bow tie. If you want to go the own formal wear.
It's best to make your choice
route, you can pick up a few
accessories like white gloves early and arrange for fittings.
Formal outfits must be reserved
and tophat.
The less formal evening wed- m advance to assure their availding gives the husband-to-be the ability.
best opportunity to exercise his
Rental prices are about the
own judgments. While the tra- same anywhere, so it's a matter
ditional attire is the black tux- of who you want to do business
edo, white dinner jackets, Ed- with. Some places you might
wardians, and velvet jackets, check out include Nudelman's,
m a wide variety of colors and Brocklind's, Prager's, Littler's,
styles, are all acceptable. Fur- Frederick and Nelson, and the
ther flexibility lies m the choice Tux Shops.
FOR THE FULL blown eve- of accessories. Pastel dress
ning super-formal wedding, shirts are available and distincIF YOU DON'T have black
nothing will do but the incred- tive, as long as they don't clash dress shoes, either buy a pair
ibly foppish full dress tuxedo: with the bridesmaids' colors.
or arrange to rent them along
black tail coat with matching
Some hints and tips for the with the rest of your formal
wear. The same goes for socks.
groom:
Make sure all sizes are correct
cnaaqcmenti
THE BEST MAN and ushers
dress like the bridegroom, as —this is one time you should
Karen Bower, senior, is en- does the bride's father and, fre- look perfect.
gaged to Tom Mitchell, junior.
The wedding date is June 13,

1970.
Saralee Blum, senior, is engaged to Joseph McGoran. Wedding will take place m August.

Marianne Denison, junior, is
engaged to Gene Williams, senior.
Regina Smith is engaged to
Raymond Manning, senior. The
wedding is set for August 2, 1970.
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Women Protest Bondage

The cry for women's freedom,
barely a whisper before 1969,
has almost overnight become
the cause of hundreds of disgruntled housewives and single
girls and rocked the country.
Just as their grandmothers before them demonstrated to gain
the right to vote, today's women
are fighting another battle for
independence.
While the whole movement is
called women's liberation, it is
really composed of many small
groups, some more extreme
than others. Some of the more
colorful names are NOW (National Organization of Women),
the Feminists, the Radical Feminists and WITCH (Women's International TerroristConspiracy
from Hell).
WOMEN'S LIB feels women
have become sex objects, a toy
for man, limited m life by their
sex role. Members are mostly
under the age of 30, middle class
and mainly white. Single and
married womenare equallyrepresented.
Besides demanding equality
of job opportunities and equal
status with men, advocates of
the group favor a restructuring
of sexual roles m modern so-

ciety. The most radical denounce marriage and motherhood as a fundamental conspiracy to enslave females.
Many women accept their traditional marriage roles, but are
unhappy with social attitudes
and customs which relegate
women to an inferior position
to men.
THEY WANT careers apart
from the home and favor child
care centers and more liberal
abortion laws as means to free

them to take their place as an
equal to man m the world.
Most important of all, they
do not want to be dependent on
their husband for their identity.
Some have chosen to discard the
wedding ring and retain their
own name as signs of their own
individuality.
By eliminating the rigid definitions of the sex role, men as
well as women would be liberated and no longer have to live
stereotyped lives.

Married Life Marks
New Independence
Is this the time for the independent woman? It's a startling,
but pertinent question when you
consider the versatility of the
contemporary woman, especially the married woman. Today,
she can manage a household,
play the roles of wife and mother and carry on a full or parttime career outside the home.
Each year, more and more

women are flooding back to tne
working world. There are more
than 26 million employed females, of whom more than 50
percent are married. Business
and industry have welcomed
them, but the girls may pay a
high price for working.
SLIGHTED HUSBANDS, day-

care for children,and extrahelp
to do the daily household chores

are only three of the problems
they may face. The advantages
and disadvantages of a double
income are high on the controversy list, so the pros and cons
of being a working wife must be
carefully and logically thought
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out.
The majority who continue
working after marriage, or who
go back to work, do so for three
reasons: to help the family
budget; to earn extra money
for special purchases: or just
for the satisfaction of doing
something other than house-

work.
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Considering contemporary life,
its pace and the rising cost of
living, it often takes two regular
incomes to sustain the American standard of living. Even if
a double income is not needed,
many married women with
grown children want to find
something else to do with their
time. A full or part-time job
may be the perfect answer.

BEYOND THE dilemma of
what to do with the younger
children and how to get the

housework done, the working
wife will have to convince her
husband that her added paycheck will be a benefit, not a
detriment.
Many husbands adamantly refuse to allow their wives to
work, believing that a woman's
place is m the home. Some men
are slighted and feel that they
have lost their place as the
breadwinner for the family.
But, just as it is rare to find a
family which can live comfortably on one paycheck, it is just
as rare to find a woman today
who is totally home-oriented.
Most women today are better
educated than their mothers and
grandmothers, and few are content to stay home arid play the
role of a domestic.
The working wife's pay check
can help pay for a college education, a second car, unexpected
emergencies and so forth.

Black is beautiful.
Redis beautiful.
White is beautiful.
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tal clear, though they may contain flaws which are invisible to
the amateur. They will not affect its beauty, but they may
decrease the diamond's price.
The carat is the standard
weight for measuring diamonds,
and is divided into 100 points.
The carat weight of the center
stone and the total weight of
any flanking stones must all be
considered when making a purchase. Most center stones are
about one-half carat, or 50

points.
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hired hand

feedback

To the editor:
Iwould like to comment on Fr.
Saenz's letter (4/16) on the faculty senate, because I disagree
with its approach. Sure, it's an-

other example of his own initimable (thanks be to God!) sense
of humor, but it has too negative
a tone. Like Fr. Saenz, I also
was a member of the senate, for
two years, and have followed it
very closely since my term expired.

What is the faculty senate all
about anyway? "The function of
the Senate is to represent the
faculty within the University
structure, to discuss University

issues, to make recommendations

to the proper University authorities for resoltuion of these issues
The Senate is an advisory
body under the Statutes." So
rp ds the "Statutes of the University."
There is no mention made of
any restriction of the "University
issues" the senate can discuss.
There is no mention of having the
senate wait for the administration
to invite comment on some particular point. There is no mention
of forbidding pressure or lobbying.
There is only mention of representing the faculty, discussing university issues, and making rec-

...

ommendations.
Take our administration, for instance. We have a promising new
president, surrounded with highly
qualified regents, trustees, vice
presidents and deans. And yet
there are two more important
segments of this university complex, the faculty and students.
The faculty senate represents the

faculty.
I don't say Fr. Baker has to
be overjoyed with receiving a
strongly worded resolution, including some pressure and lobbying, from the senate m matters
that don't seem directly the faculty's concern. I just say he
should listen, think, discuss, consult, and then come to a decision
and act.
Idon't think we teaching faculty
should be considered just hired
hands. Ithink we have a positive
contribution to make to the overall good of the university. That's
why Ioppose the AAUP (American Association of University Professors) assuming the role of a
union.
Some might want to give the
faculty senate more authority
than it has now as merely an "advisory body." That is another
question. I'm only talking about
it as presently constituted.
As long as the communication
lifeline is kept open between administration, faculty and students,
Seattle U. will surge forward with
a new life. But if it is cut off,
either because of frustration from
below or indifference from above,
then (let's face it) S.U. isn't waning it's waned!
Rev. Ernest P. Bertin, S.J.
Department of Chemistry
P.S. After thinking it over, maybe I missed the point of Fr.
Saenz's letter. Oh well,is that
such a difficult thing to do?

—

older brothers
To the editor:

In response to Dr. Olsen's letter of April 21, Ihave several observations.
First, at least we now have a
concrete proposal for University
policy. Apparently, if such decisions were to be made by Professor Olsen, S.U. would have an all
Catholic, if not all Jesuit, faculty,
and wouldallow only Catholic students, with the exception of those
non-Catholics who seemed good
prospects for conversion. The advisability of such a policy is open
to question, but nevertheless it
seems to me to be a more honost
approach to the problem of the
"Catholic University" than has
been taken by our administrators
of late.

Even assuming such a policy
to be advisable, however, we
might ask how classes on Jewish
history and theology, taueht by
a Rabbi, contravene Catholic doctrine. Unless it be a case of nrofessional incompetence, an indictment justifying the dismissal of

practices followed

m

Christ's day,

we cannot accuse Jewish theology
of being contrary to Catholic belief, unless of course Christ came
"not to fulfill the Law, but to
destroy it." Clearly, then, such
courses can at worst be accused
of presenting one half of God's
action m history, and can be sufficiently complemented by classes
m Catholic theology.
Perhaps Pope Pius XlH's remark that Jews be viewed as "our
older brothers m faith" should
be taken into account. In that
case we can claim only to be
wiser than, and not opposed to
our olderbrothers.
Carl Binder.

'

'bless me, fathers

cast no stones

dangerously close

To the editor:
On several points I found Professor Olsen's letter quite disturbing. While his letter skirted
the issue of exactly how wisdom
and information are disseminated
m the classroom, there was behind
his views a theological supposition
which Ifind dangerously close to
what Leo XIII called ecclesiological Nestorianism. That is seeing
the Church as some sort of organized Truth society, the "Ministry of Salvation," without any living sensitivity to the Ecclesia
Invisibilia where members of the
Church may question the Magistarlum Ordinarium when m conscience they cannot follow its findings.

If we were to see the Catholic
University, presumably a branch
of the Church, as a place where
error was taught as a matter of
policy then Mr. Olsen's comments would be astute m their insights.? If however, the student
is equipped with what the Church
melodrama apropos of Rabbi teaches which he should be
the taught m the Core Theology he
Jacobovitz' employment
last installment m the controver- should be ready and willing to
sial gestalt: an apologetic for engage m open dialog with any"radicalism." The alleged "radi- one. If he can do this the Unicalism," however, what residents versity has succeeded.
Obviously, a distinction should
of this effete campus erroneously term any display of organized be made between what can be
concern, never entered into the taught to a high school sophomore
and what can be understood by a
picture.
Those of us who took part m college senior. The sophomore
the ostensible devil's advocacy should not be expected to be able
favoring administrative recon- to discern the errors of Comteacher is a
sideration of the man's unique munism when thecollege
senior,
qualifications did not intend to communist. The
resort to diatribe and intimidation conversely, armed with somesem—the means, (as Losey and Miss blence of intellectual sophisticaWhite intimate m their letters) tion should most assuredly be exto deal with a living
to a radical end. Instead, the con- pected
sensus of opinion among the in- breathing Communist across the
terested was that strategic suc- seminar table. views
were acIf Mr. Olsen's
cess lay m procedure, not m
teacher, for
journalistic license or harangues tualized a philosophy
would have to say:
leveled against administrative vil- example,
lians. We discussed, correspond- "When Kant says God's existed, petitioned
and we were ence cannot be proved he is wrong
practically proceduralizedtodeath because the Church says so." To
would be most un-Catholic
We felt the waging of a demo- do thisapproach
to education; racratic revolution would provide m its
what Kant
reading
ther
after
ground
cooperation
for
common
should be
and compromise, and would eli- has to say the student
criticize with full intellecminate the element of emotional- able to
Kant, the
ism which is so difficult to sus- tual integrity, both
tain. In fact, if anyone should Church and himself.
Educationally, the Church has
be accused ofbebureaucratic
the depart- never wanted to become a deus
"fouls," it should
m intellectual dismental head. It was amazing how ex machina
quickly the necessary funds were cussion. Its aim has been to proRahner's words, the
availed once someone took the duce, m Karl
the
time to channel a request through Christian Individual. This is Uniultimate coal of the Cntholir
the budgetary committee.
Only the Christian IndiviSo while we are on the subject versity. effectively
combat thp
of mea culpas among S.U. in- ual can
still
cendiaries, I suggest that those errors that plague men while
who are plagued.
who identify themselves with the loving the men Robert
Gilligan,
Establishment examine their conSenior
sciences as well. My opening
has
an
administrative
statement
adrefrain too, when it comes toprinLotion to tho oditor should bo
mission of a betrayal of
typod, doubio spacod and not exstudents,
ceed 150 words m longth. loiters
ciples, viz.: Bless me
must bo signod but namti may bo
for I have sinned. It has been
withheld on roquost.
three years since my last conOpinion articlos, not to exceed' 500
words, may bo diroctod to Sounding
cession . ..
Boards.
Amen,
Tho Spectator rotorvo* tho right <o
Deborah McPherson,
"dit all copy for ttylo.
Junior
To the editor:
Bless me fathers, for I have
sinned. It has been three years
since my last profession
of
anything
Well, here's what you've all
been waiting for m the continuing

—

...

—

—

—

—

logically absurd
To the editor:
Regarding Dr. Wilkie's recent
letter concerning Seattle University's (and the Catholic Church's)
"policy of sexual discrimination
against all females attempting to
become full members of that
Church (priests)" a few points of
clarification are m order:
First, Isuggest, Dr. Wilkie, that
you do a small amount of elementary reading regarding the
Church's teaching of "full membership" within that Church, especially Her teachings on baptism;
Second, I suggest, Dr. Wilkie,
that you further do a little research into the Catholic Church's
teachings on the priesthood and
contrast this to Mormon teaching;
Third, I suggest, Dr. Wilkie,
that you try very hard to differentiate between equality m the

eves of God and the Catholic

Church, and equality m the eyes
of a nation-state: and then if
there is a conflict, try to understand which one really conflicts

with the other;

And finally, Dr. Wilkie. I sueteacher on any campus, gest that m the future you recourses m Jewish history do not frain from making such gross
seem to be contrary to Catholic generalizations which are not
teaching. Further, we should re- only logically absurd, but also are
call that those neople who wor- factually incompetent; m other
shipped what Catholics might call words refrain from commenting
"our God" before the New Testa- on let
alone publically writing
— matters
ment was written, were all Jews about
that you very
(including Rabbi Jesus). Assum- clearly know nothinp about.
Ecumenically yours,
ing nresent-day Judaism to be
merely a continuation of those
Robert R. Larcher
/The Spectator/Thursday, April 23, 1970
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— Editorial —
Those "right-thinking Christians" who burned Mormon barns
m the last century wouldbe right at home on our campusthis week.
Unfurling the banner of righteousness, S.U.s student leaders
have set out on a Holy Crusade against Brigham Young University,
an institution supported by the Church of the Latter-Day Saints.
IN THE NAME of "Christian ideals," the ASSU has asked
S.U. students to boycott the four BYU basketball games to which
the University is committed; they have asked S.U. athletes not to
play m these games; and they have asked the University itself to
make no further contracts with BYU.
The reason for all this is that the Mormons still have on the
books a pre-Civil War doctrine that black men (as well as women,
children, and non-Mormons) may not be elevated to the priesthood.
In the light of modern equalities,most people today (and, indeed, most Mormons) find the dogma an embarrassing and predudicial antique.

S.U.s STUDENT officers shared this feeling, and they said so
—as they have every right to do. But m calling for the adoptionof
drastic retaliatory measures against a basketball team, they have
allowed their indignation to be diverted to an absurdly innocent
target.

No one has yet sufficiently explained just how kicking around
a group of basketball players will affect a change m Mormon the-

ology.
THOSE OF us who were hoping for a more sophisticated approach from our student leadership were disappointed m that
group's unquestioning acceptance of the new left's prepackaged
philosophy of collective guilt.
Indeed, so little original thought went into the ASSU document
that its writers might as well have picked it up on the Quad at the
University of Washington.
And that is tragic, for students at a Catholic university, members of a faith that has itself known the sting of prejudice, might
have brought to the BYU situation a little of what is needed mosttemperance and compassion.
MORMONS ARE NOT ogres. Except for the issue m immediate
question, their civil rights record has been impeccable. It might
be well for us to note that when rioting Irish Catholics were murdering black freedmenm Boston, and German Catholics kept saves
m St. Louis, Mormons were opening their church and their communities to Blacks fleeing persecution.
Mormons, for the most part, recognize the inconsistency of refusing black men full priesthood, but they are m a philosophical
bind. Members of the Mormon church believe that God's laws are
given by prophecy. To change a prophet-given law by popular demand, as it were, would undermine the very foundation of their
faith. So Mormons wait for another prophecy.
ENCOURAGEMENT and judicial philosophical nudging from
without the Mormon community may help them reach it, but ultimatums of the "Koran or sword" variety will not especially when
t' ev fire miss-aimed at universities and basketball teams.

—

i

The Spectator is not a representative organization. We cannot
presume to speak for the students of Seattle University. But we are
under an obligation to speak whenever there is a possibility that a
significant opinion is being neglected.
We urge all students and ath'etes to carefully consider all the
connotations of a boycott against the school's basketball players.
Students who feel stronglyenough to boycott should also feel strongly enough to do some personal research into Mormon philosophy
and beliefs.
There is a great book, revered by members of the Catho'ic and
Mormon faiths alike. In it, a wise man said, "Let he who is without
sin cast the first stone."

SirSpiro'sTale
Whenne Aprill comes with his
news so drere
Of Novembre's elecciouns
drawing neare
Then politicians to keepe their
high positioun
Muste attacke the dragon

Inflacioun.

To holde theire seats they must
not faile;
To White House bower riseth

their waile:
"To save us from this monster
is a tricke
"Wei worthiof thy powers,
goode Kinge Dicke!"
Answerde Kinge Richarde:
"Godes bones!
"I muste reacte now atte ones
"And send forthe a knight
to battle dreere.
"The onliesteknighte to spare
Ifeere
"Is Sirre Spiro, mightieste
mouthe m the nacioun,
"To fighte withe the dragon

Inflacioun!"
He called the fighter forthe,
and him did charge:
"Inflacioun muste not staty
atte large!"
Sir Spiro girded himselfeaboute
With heavy weapones for the
route,

Takinge neither speares ne
" swerdes,
But packinge speeches,
bretful of wordes
To staye the greate greenescaledbeeste
Thatte of the nacioun made
a feetse.

"

Longe and wearie was his waye;
Travelledhe fore mani a daye,
Meeting Jappes greateand

fatte,

And Polacks, Spicces and
alle thatte,
Til ful circle atte laste he came.
To Washington (to him no blame)
The trakkes led; here dragon
rested, and him dredde,
For m Spiro's chambre
she madehire bedde;
An hundred heddes presented
she m his towere;
Four hundred more m a
second bowere,
Each spittinge venom, which
to him didde shoute:
"Inflacioun muste be

"

routed oute!"

Backe to Nixon kynge Spiro
spedde

To telle him where the
trakkesledde.

Sayd the kynge: "Seems nought
the time;
"Spend thi wordes on
organized crime
"Or blacke menace or on
southren knighte
"That rideth oute m robe of white
"(This laste softly goe aboute
"Lest Sir Thurmond finde
it oute)"
"For if ye kil the dragon
wher she starte
"Ye will destroye the
nacioun's harte."
Sirre Spiro packedhis wordes
agayn
And unto himself is sayn
"I can nought slay dragon
Inflacioun
"When ti thelife style of
this nacioun;"
And wendedhis wayea
wiser manne
Thanne firste he was
whenne his queste biganne.

(Editor's Note: Although members of S.U.s literary elite, the
authors wished to remain anonymous.)
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Chief Golfers Begin
Stanford Contest

S.U. Duffers Prepare Clubs
For Intercollegiate Tournament

State, who is the PAC-8 champion; and Oregon's
Pat Fitzsimmons and Dave Glenz.
In their practice round, the Chiefs were passed
by Brady, who carded a 74 and Steve Dallas,
who was two shots back at 76. Par at the Stanford course is
— 36 on the front side and 35 on
the back nninae a very difficult and hazardous 71.
Gordy Haddad, S.U.s Seattle City Amateur
champion two years ago, shot a 78, while Wes
Delaney plugged a 79.
After a troublesome front side, Tom Snell
shot well m the final nine for an 81, and Randy
Putz played well, but had sandlot trouble at the
13th hole, finally claiming an 82.
The competition and talent assembled here m
Palo Alto is awesome, but S.U.s forces say they
are ready.
"S.U. has the potential," commented Haddad,
"and if we can putt well we should win it."
"Everybody is hitting the ball well and we're
all ready."

by Art Reis
Sports Editor

PALO ALTO, CALIF. (Special)— S.U.'s
swinging Chieftains faced the challenging
Stanford University golf course m a final
practice yesterday before competing m the
United States Collegiate Invitation Golf
In two years, no one has been Championship here this week.
by Art Reis
The U.S.C.I.G.C. opened this morning, the
Sports Editor
able to break its 54 hole tournafirst threesome teeing off at 7 a.m.
(Special to the Spectator from ment par of 213.
This will be a 54 hole medal
S.U. will compete against 27 schools, and
Stanford.)
S.U.s golfing Chieftains ar- play tournament staged over 162 of the nations best collegiate golfers m the
rived m Stanford yesterday and three days of competition. The 3-day tournament. Local schools competing are
beganpreparations for the Third team championshipwill be based the University of Washington, Washington State,
Annual U.S. Collegiate Invita- on the low 54 hole total of the and Portland State.
Favorites to capture the tournament's Medaltional Golf Championship.
4 low men of each team. (S.U.
ist honors include S.U.s Jim Brady, who was
has six men competing).
Top scoring player m the com- ninth here last year; Tom Watson, Stanford golfTEAM MEMBERS Steve Dallas, Wes Dellany, Randy Peutz petition is deemed the Tourna- er, who played m the recent Master's Tournament at Augusta, Georgia; Bob Allard, Oregon
and Gordy Haddad drove down ment'sMedalist.

Monday and were joined by
Tom Snell and Jim Brady who
Eleven to Three:
flew m Tuesday morning.
S.U. will compete m the
USCIGC for the third consecutive year. In the inaugural m
April, 1968, the Chiefs took
third place out of 15 competing
THE S.U. baseball team is
finalist schools. Winner that sporting
one of the top records
year was the host school, Stanintercollegiateplay this year.
m
University.
ford
Last year, S.U. took fourth po- Coach Ed O'Brien's team has
sition, finishing only four strokes won 11 games while losing but
three.
out of third.
Among the eleven wins is a 5
Jim Brady was ninth m the
to
0 victory over the University
the
standings,
and
inindividual
Washington Husky nine. This
of
dividual medalists' scores were
a good
so close that only 15 shots sepa- gets the Chiefs off to baseball
city
college
scores.
start
m
players'
21
the
top
the
rated
championship.
THE STANFORD U. Golf
With the final arrangements
Course, homeof the annual tour- concluded,
the remaining Chiefmost
here,
is
one
of
the
nament
demanding courses m the na- tain games will be played at
Sicks Stadium, instead of at
tion.
The course is a par 71 which
measures over 6,035 yards, set
m the beautiful hills surrounding Palo Alto, Calif.
It has twice been the site of
the NCAA Golf Championship.
Green River Community ColMay Tennis Schedule lege is sponsoring a road rally
Lists Upcoming Date May 9. The race will start from
the college and end at the
2 Sal. Wash. Stole
Pullman, Wash
3:30 pm
ocean.
The cost is $4 a carload.
3 Sun. U of Idaho
10:00 am
Moscow, Idaho
Entrants
must be at least 18 and
6 Wed. Seattle Pacific
Seattle Pacific
3:00 pm
must be insured. Prizes will be
Puget Sound
8 Fri.
awarded.
3:00 pm
Mercer It. CC
9 Sal. Booing Tennis Club
Information is available from
Booing
9:00 am
George Irwin, ASSU publicity
Me.cer Island CC
10 Sun.
Mercer Is. CC
10:00 am
director, or 1-TE 3-3911 m Au17 Sun.
Mercer Island CC
burn, ext. 337.
10:00 am
Mercer Is. CC

Student Lot
On Pay Basis
parking

Baseball Team in Front

Road Rally
Due Soon

720 E. Pike— Capitol Hill
"Where liberal conservationists meet and eat"
Fri. and Sat. 6-2
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 6-11
W

—

Records

—

DESPITE THE fact the team
has only three starting pitchers,
this has not seemed to hinder
them. Tom Couples has won 3
and lost 0, Gary Fox has also
won 3 without a loss and Ron
Thompson has won 2 and lost 0.
As a relief pitcher, Lon Conpenhaver has won 3 games. The
entire seven man pitching staff
as a combined e.r.a. of 1.09.
Because of Tom Couples' fine
earned run figures he has been
placed high on the latest statistical release from the
N.C.A.A.

only one over the .300 mark.
Bob Polaski, last year's leading
hitter, has a .277 and both John
Varga and Chuck Bayless are
under .200.
Coach O'Brien, acknowledging
their potential, is hopeful they
will snap out of their slump
soon.
Barring any interference from
rain or darkness, there will be a
game m Portland this Friday
and Saturday with doubleheaders scheduled against the Portland State Vikings on Friday
and another pair on Saturday
against the Portland U. Pilots.

Coaches Jim Gardnerand Bob
Pigott have been encouraged
with the development of this
year's S.U. rowing club. Although no victories have been
scored, the Chieftain galley-men
have been competing against
much more experienced crews
than m the past. An encouraging factor is the comparative
times posted against this type
of composition.
The Chieftains have entered
both lightweight and heavyweight eights m the Steward's

Cup Regetta, hosted by the University of Washington on Saturday, May 9.
Since most large schools enter
m the Steward Cup, the small
schools have little chance of
placing. Consequently, there has
been a new event added to this
year's Regatta for just such
schools. The following colleges
will compete for the smallschool cup: U. of Oregon, Pacific Lutheran, S.U., U. of Puget
Sound, U. of Victoria and Western Washington.

m the 800 lot without
charge at any time of the day.
Students who have not paid the
parking fees will be charged
at the meter rate of $.25 for two
hours or $.50 for an entire day.
Mick Schreck, director of
plant and general services, said
the meters were adopted not to
tow away cars but to "protect
those who have paid to park."
The lot will be checked for
violators every hour from noon
to 10 p.m.
park

Tennis Team

So far, the Chieftain tennis
team has been through much
harsh treatment. Their records
now show a reading of 4 wins
and 5 losses. Several of these
matches have been decided m
3-set affairs. This bears out
Coach Frisby's prediction for
the team earlier this season:
that this will be a building year.
Another pair of tough matches
are set for this weekend. The
Chieftains meet Oregon and
Oregon State at Mercer Island
Tennis Club Friday and Saturday.

Intramural Times
Sunday:

Washington Park

12:30—1
12:30—2
1:30 1

Clbh 432 vs WGAD
Rathole vs Thing
Cstawy vs Menhnes
Nads vs Soul Husts
Cellar vs Northeys
APhiO vs Poi Pdrs
6th Fir vs Forum
IK's bye

—

—
Papers Incense

1:30—2

2:30—1

2:30—2
3:30—1

®WAR

A Phi's Nab
Frat Win

»W OF THE

WQgJLDS

lot at the

Building Up

Coaches Hopeful Since
S. U. Crew Improving

PIZZA
Posters

The student

THE TEAM has had to rely Connolly Center is now on a
White Center Park. The fans
seem to have taken a liking to on its pitching staff and field- pay basis for students who do
the new park facility and free ers, as they have lacked the not have an on-campus parking
admission charge, as there has hitting power that they were ex- sticker.
Students with stickers may
pecting. Stan Taloff at .342 is the
been a rise m attendance.

The I.X.'s met the A Phi's

m

the interfraternity basketball

Corsages

Military Ball

" Free Dorm Delivery

Mh^ Sl^l^,

/Hflft^

Broadway Central Florist
410 Broadway

EA 4-3600
Thursday, April 23,

championship game Monday.
At half-time the Phi's held a
narrow 2-point margin, and the
score stood 27-25 m their favor.
In the second half, the I.X.'s
rallied somewhat, but the final
score of the game was 45-41 m
favor of the A Phi's.
Top scorers for the I.X.'s
were Fioretti with 9, Karanoski
with 8, Kelly with 7, Roch with
6, Panisko with 4, and Nicols
and Mitchell both tallying 2.
For the A Phi's, Schindler was
tops along with Scherburg, both
at 13 apiece, Joe Wood with 9,
followed by Ed Robinson with
8, McKeen with 2, and Nowak
with1.
So far this year, the A Phi's
lead the I.X.'s m interfrat sports
2-0.
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A Night at the Banjo . ..

Past ASSU President
Named AlumniHead
Michael McHugh, a 1966 S.U.
graduate and past ASSU president, has been named acting
alumni director for the coming
year.
McHugh will replace present
director David Irwin, who is
taking a one-year leave of absence to become associate director of Washington Friends of
Higher Education, an organization of the state's 10 private universities and colleges.

McHUGH, a commerce and
finance graduate, has been a
managing partner of Bellevue's
East Inn, a restaurant, lounge
and motel complex. He is also
on a one-year leave.
He will take over an Alumni
Association listing some 13,000
MICHAEL McHUGH
members, 6,000 of whom live m
the King County area. McHugh Gonzaga and Pacific Lutheran
has served on the association's Universities, University of
Puget Sound, Seattle Pacific, St.
Board of Governors.
Irwin, a 1962 S.U. graduate, Martin's, Whitman, Whitworth,
returned as alumni director m Fort Wright and Walla Walla
1967. He is also a past ASSU colleges.

president.

—
BLUE BANJO NIGHT: S.U. students
gathered at the Blue Banjo Tuesday night
for an evening of entertainment and liquid
refreshment. Shown here enjoying the grip-

crowd. The Senior Class sponsored the
event.

news briefs
scholarship date

Today is the last day for
women business and medical
records students to apply for the

photo by mike penney

ping drama of an old movie are part of the

camp will be directed by Vilem
Sokol, conductor of the Seattle

Youth Symphony Orchestra.
Application forms may be obtained from the Seattle Youth
Symphony office, 416 Sixth and
Pine Building,MA 3-2453. Application deadline is June 1.

INHIS WORK with the Washington Friends of Higher Education, Irwin will aid m statewide planning for both public
and private higher education.
The schools represented by
the organization include S.U.,

Reviews of "Black Father
—Black Faith," by Clifford
Hooper, Sr., will appear hi
next Tuesday's Spectator.
Hooper is a Seattle resident

who heads the Black Culture

Center.

"Enlace"
DiamondBridal Sets
(Love with a new twist)

$100 scholarship being offered
by Phi Chi Theta, national fraternity for women m business.
Applications are posted on
the Ist floor bulletin board of
escort
Pigott. A 3.0 gpa is required.
Phi Chi Theta will also be
The Alpha Phi Omega escort
pledging this quarter. Coeds ma- service is operating again this
joring m business, economics or quarter for the benefit of cammedical records with a mini- pus coeds after dark.
mum gpa of 2.5 are eligible for
The service operates from

service

membership.

concert tryouts

Tryouts for an outdoor concert are scheduled for April 26
from 2-6 p.m. m Pigott Audi-

Sunday through Thursdays, 7-11
p.m.
A list of those on escort duty
will be available at the Bellarmine switchboard.

beanie discarded

torium.
The 1970 Freshman OrientaThe concert will be later this
quarter. For further informa- tion committee is m need of 20
tion, contact Dave Nollette, ext. additional students to staff task
forces for next fall's orientation.
597.
A meeting for interested stuis scheduled today from
campers dents
2-4 p.m. m the Campion OrienMusic students, aged13 through tation office next to the switch21, may obtain applications board.
for the 29th annualPacific NorthNext year's Orientation will
west Music Camp, to be held at do away with the beanie, the
Fort Flagler, near Port Towns- Spectator learned yesterday, replacing it with a button similar
end, from August 2-23.
The nationally recognized to the Homecoming model.

music

j

| Classified Ads
STUDIO APTS. 226 E. Belmont. $155
up. Furnished mcl. utilities. AD 2-

SELECTRIC-Pica, Secretarial Ser.
vices. 516 Plaza 600 Bldg. MU 23172

-

TYPING my home. WE 5-3094.

7807.

CAPITOL Hill, west of Broadway.
Ideal for sharing. One bedroom
||I5 two bedroom $155. Furnished, heat and garbage mcl. Garage available. $7. EA 3-6149.

BACHELOR and I bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
from $95 to $125. Drapes, appliances and w/w carpeting. 1212

—

East Howell, Res. Mgr. EA 9-5322
-

SHHBJVIPHIMHHMMH^HHB
■|»V^^£J
GIRL over 21 to share luxury apt.
with same, IMMEDIATELY, and/
or by May 22, situation flexible.
AT 5-1970 evenings, 587-4859
days.

TYPING. My home. EA 4-8024.
Professional Work
choice of Type Styles
Se |ectriC|'-..
./
Broadway D.stnct, EA 3-3244

,

EXPERIENCED Typist. Donna Rich
Cooper. WE 7-2423.

EXPERT home typist with IBM Executive and dictaphone. Experience
m all business forms, resumes,
thesis, and term papers. All copies
neat, clean, and correct. Reaionable rates and fast service. SH 78075.

luißHiiiUai!^^^^^^^^^

BIODEGRADABLE cleaners cut POLLUTION. Buy yourself or sell to
others. AT 4-1224.
April 23, 1970
Spectator/Thursday,
The
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Shop The Convenient Way

$150

ZALES
JIWELERS

We're nothing without your love.
"" Downtown 3rd & Pine
" Northgate
Southcenter

"" Betlevue Square
Shopping Center
" Renton
Tacoma Mall

Illuitrotions Enlarged

